SIGNAL AND DISPATCHING SYSTEMS
inductive bonds are installed between the rails at AB and
)f sufficient current carrying capacity to carry the train
int. The middle points of adjacent bonds are connected
her so that there is a complete electrical circuit from train
>wer house by way of each rail, this circuit involving one-
of each bond at every block. This connection tends to
•alize the e.m.f/s, due to the power current, which are set
. the inductive parts of each bond. These bonds are care-
designed so that their counter e.m.f., due to any unbal-
g of the power current in the rails, will not be great at the
ency of 25 cycles or below, at which the train motors operate,
nil be sufficiently great to produce a useful difference of
itial between the rails in the "signal circuit which is operated
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0.—Double rail alternating current block signal using inductive bonds.

cycles. In other words, a very interesting application is
of the theory that the reactance of a coil is proportional
i frequency and the bonds are therefore designed to operate
one frequency only.

5 immediate source of power is the transformer as in the
rail system, but in this case the power current is sufficiently
)alanced in the two rails to prevent unbalanced currents
g in the transformer and the air gap in the magnetic
fc is therefore omitted. The transformer is designed with
lively high leakage factor, however, in order that the current
aot be excessive when the secondary of the transformer is
circuited by the train in the block. It will be noted further
or the above reasons the auxiliary resistances and react-
shtint across the relay may be omitted.
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